Bubbles™ Inflation Instructions

IMPORTANT:
Inflate immediately after opening the package or the balloon will dry out. Discard moisture pack after opening. For best results, do not refill after initial inflation, due to increased chance of popping.

Single Bubbles™
1. Use a latex regulator only, and keep inflating until the Bubbles™ is very round and the wrinkles and bumps along the seam are gone. Bubbles™ stretch like latex balloons and look like beach balls when properly inflated.
   (see illustration below).
   *Star Bubbles™ WILL have small wrinkles along the seam when fully inflated.*

Double Bubbles™ (4 Easy Steps)
1. Locate the blue valve (A). Slightly inflate the outer Bubbles™ with a latex regulator so the inner shape has room to inflate.
2. Locate the white valve (B). Fully inflate the inner shape with a foil regulator.
3. Use both hands to position the inner shape upright.
4. Return to the blue valve (A) and fully inflate the outer Bubbles™ with a latex regulator. Keep inflating until the Bubbles™ is very round and the wrinkles and bumps are eliminated (see illustration below).

Tip: If the inner shape shrinks noticeably while inflating the outer Bubbles™, return to the white valve (B). Use the latex regulator to add a micro-second of helium, or use a hand pump to add just enough air to fill out the inner shape.

Inflated Bubbles™

Keep inflating, . . . keep inflating, . . . now, you can stop.

Always wear eye and ear protection when inflating balloons.